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Disguised as a man, a young woman joins the army to find her
brother. Because even in a fantasy world with fantastical

beings a woman can’t join the army without convincing her
fellow soldiers that she’s a man. Follow this young woman in

learning not to fight as a woman, not as a man, but as herself.
And all the while she discovers that, even though it is filled

with an Igor, a vampire and even a troll, the appearances of her
fellow soldiers are not even the most curious characteristics of

this monstrous regiment.
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It's your intrepid Vampiric
reporter here Otto de Worde,

here to fill you, our avid
reader, in on the latest turn

of events in the ongoing
border conflict between

Borogravia and Zlobenia.
Tensions rose to an all-time

high last week when
Borogravian troops burnt

down one of Ankh-Morpork's
Signals Towers just over the

border, crippling
communication across the

Disc. 
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Negotiations with the Borogravians
have typically failed since the small,

mountain theocracy live by an
increasingly ridiculous set of state-
mandated restrictions, outlawed as
‘abominations’ against their deified

ruling Monarch, The Duchess
Annagovia.

 A source for The Times was able to obtain
some of these 'Abominations against The

Duchess', including but not limited to:
Women wearing trousers, the smell of cats

and public reporting (can you imagine a Disc
without newspapers, dear reader?! How

gauche!) 

As of this morning and in response
to the Signals Tower, Zlobenian

forces have taken the Kneck Keep,
capturing several high ranking

officers and trapping the
marauding Borogravian army.
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Ankh-Morpork, so far remaining a neutral party, has been
forced to get involved. The Times' source has informed us

that His Grace Samuel Vimes, Commander of the City
Watch will shortly be sent out alongside a Military

detachment, headed by Lord Rust. It remains to be seen
how this conflict will ultimately be resolved, but I will

endeavour to bring you the very latest once I have reached
the front lines. For now, Otto de Worde, signing off.

Luca Iannazzo
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STA! is always looking for friends. Friends of STA! are
there to support us financially so that we can create

wonderful performances. Want to become a friend of
STA!

Click here or scan the qr-code.

https://www.sta-toneel.nl/index.php/#vrienden

